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Description of the English Series

The English Series is a creative and interactive series that focuses on the sequential
stages of language development. The units are subdivided in lessons and adhere to the
English Language Standards of listening, speaking, reading, writing and language.
The series is designed using the ECA teaching strategy for each of its lessons. ECA,
exploration, conceptualization and application, permit the teacher to have a series of
interactions with the student in order to create the best conditions to promote learning.
The unit lessons have a recursive feature which enables the student to use the
knowledge acquired from one area of the language arts to develop the other. Each
lesson immerses the student in an authentic language scenario that leads to meaningful
communication and enhances the functional purpose of language.
The content and skills presented in the series are based on the student’s grade level and
are tailored to the needs of diverse learners with different learning styles. The lessons
are structured with colorful visuals, graphic organizers, practice activities, worksheets
and Internet links, among others.
The English Series will engage the student in learning activities that are pertinent,
interesting, and entertaining that will trigger the student’s motivation to learn. The
ultimate goal of the English Series is to provide the student with learning experiences
that will lead to the acquisition and proficiency of the English language.
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Unit Breakdown
Unit 1. Feeling Proud
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U01L01
 Discriminate and identify the initial, middle, and final consonant sounds in
words.
 Discriminate and identify the short vowel sounds in words.
 Use the CVC pattern to read words.
 Use word families to decode words with initial, middle, and final consonant
sounds.
 Use word families to decode words with short vowel sounds.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U01L02
 Identify the stated main idea in a reading selection.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use the vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a fiction text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U01L03










Identify nouns.
Identify proper nouns.
Capitalize proper nouns.
Identify common nouns.
Identify singular nouns.
Identify regular and irregular plural nouns.
Use nouns in sentences.
Use cognates to understand words.
Identify false cognates.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U01L04
 Use a picture dictionary.
 Use a picture dictionary to revise the spelling, pronunciation, and meaning of
words.
 Write words in alphabetical order using first and second letter criteria.
 Generate ideas for writing through visuals.
 Write sentences with correct word spacing.
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Unit 2. Discovering Landforms
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U02L01






Identify short vowels in words.
Use word families to read words with short vowel sounds.
Identify long vowel sounds in words.
Use word families to read words with long vowel sounds.
Decode words with long vowel sounds.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U02L02









Define fiction.
Identify the organizational structure of fiction.
Identify fiction text features.
Define nonfiction.
Identify the organizational structure of nonfiction.
Identify nonfiction text features.
Identify cause and effect relationship.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use the vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a nonfiction text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U02L03









Use verbs in sentences.
Use the regular present tense of verbs.
Use action verbs.
Use the Verb Be in present and past tense.
Use dictionary skills.
Recall the purpose of a dictionary.
Identify the organization of a dictionary.
Use Wh question words to form questions.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U02L04







Identify complete sentences.
Identify fragments.
Correct fragments to form complete sentences.
Write sentences to describe an object.
Use capitalization in sentences.
Use ending marks in sentences.
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Unit 3. Fascinating Myths
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U03L01





Identify the consonant digraphs in words.
Decode words with consonant digraphs.
Identify vowel digraphs in words.
Decode words with vowel digraphs.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U03L02







Identify the structure and elements of a myth.
Identify the story elements in a text.
Identify character traits.
Determine how to identify character traits.
Compare two characters from a story.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a myth.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U03L03








Use verbs in sentences.
Identify the regular past tense of verbs.
Use rules for forming the regular past tense of verbs.
Pronounce the inflectional endings of the regular past tense of verbs.
Identify the irregular past tense of verbs.
Identify the structure of yes/no questions.
Answer Yes/No questions.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U03L04






Identify types of sentences.
Write different types of sentences.
Use correct punctuation for each type of sentence.
Use pictures to write sentences.
Write Yes/No questions.
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Unit 4. The Magic Of Poetry
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U04L01








Discriminate and identify phonemes in words.
Decode words.
Discriminate and identify igh in words.
Decode words with igh.
Use word families to identify words that rhyme.
Distinguish between short and long vowel sounds in poems.
Use tongue twisters for identifying initial sounds in words.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U04L02





Establish differences between poetry, fiction, and nonfiction.
Read with fluency and intonation.
Label the different types of poems.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read poems.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U04L03







Identify poetic devices.
Identify and distinguish rhythm in poems.
Create rhythm in poems by using repetition.
Identify the structure of a poem.
Identify figurative language in poems.
Use capitalization in poems.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U04L04
 Write different types of poems.
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Unit 5. Heroes We Admire
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U05L01
 Identify diphthongs in words.
 Decode words with diphthongs.
Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U05L02








Recognize what good readers do to assist in comprehending a text.
Define the concept biography.
Identify the characteristics of a biography.
Make Inferences.
Infer the meaning of unknown words.
Make predictions.
Read aloud to check fluency.
o Identify skipped words when reading aloud.
o Identify missed endings of words when reading aloud.
o Use correct intonation when reading aloud.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a biography.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U05L03








Identify the parts of a sentence.
Recognize the noun as part of a subject.
Recognize the verb as part of a predicate.
Use subject pronouns to substitute nouns in a sentence.
Identify possessive pronouns in a sentence.
Use possessive pronouns in sentences.
Form contractions.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U05L04







Write sentences using subject pronouns.
Write sentences using possessive pronouns.
Write sentences using contractions.
Write a friendly letter.
Identify the parts of a friendly letter.
Punctuate a friendly letter.
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Unit 6. What About The Arts?
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U06L01
 Discriminate and identify the ei, ey, ew, ie, igh sounds in words.
 Decode words.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U06L02





Make text to self, text to text, and text to world connections.
Identify the theme in reading selections.
Identify the theme in art.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a fiction text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U06L03





Identify adjectives.
Use descriptive adjectives in sentences including shapes, colors, and sizes.
Identify demonstrative adjectives.
Use demonstrative adjectives in sentences.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U06L04
 Write sentences using descriptive adjectives about an art piece.
 Determine through writing the theme of an art piece.
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Unit 7. How Important Is Weather?
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U07L01





Discriminate and identify “le” words.
Decode words with the “le” syllable.
Discriminate and identify the silent letter in kn, gn, wr.
Decode words with the silent letter kn, gn, and wr.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U07L02
 Use visualization.
 Identify main idea and supporting details.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read an informational text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U07L03
 Use commas in sentences.
 Use definite and indefinite articles in sentences.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U07L04






Write sentences that use commas.
Write sentences with indefinite articles.
Identify the parts of a paragraph.
Name the parts of a paragraph.
Compose a narrative paragraph.
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Unit 8. Taking Care Of The Environment
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U08L01
 Discriminate and identify the R controlled vowels.
 Decode words with the R controlled vowels.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U08L02
 Identify sequence of events.
 Use context clues to identify the meaning of unknown words.
 Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a narrative text.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U08L03





Identify coordinating conjunctions.
Use coordinating conjunctions to combine sentences.
Identify multisyllable words.
Use multisyllable words in sentences.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U08L04
 Build sentences using coordinating conjunctions to form compound sentences.
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Unit 9. Having Fun With Pets
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U09L01
 Discriminate and identify R controlled vowels.
 Decode words with R controlled vowels.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C236G06U09L02





Define realistic fiction.
Identify the elements of realistic fiction.
Identify author’s purpose.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a realistic fiction story.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U09L03





Use prepositions.
Use prepositional phrases.
Use illustrations to identify compound words.
Predict the meaning of compound words.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U09L04





Write sentences using prepositional phrases.
Write sentences with compound words.
Write a descriptive paragraph.
Write a journal entry.
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Unit 10. Tales To Remember
Lesson 1: Developing Phonics Foundation
Code. C232G02U10L01







Discriminate and identify the hard and soft C in words.
Decode words with hard and soft C.
Use rules to pronounce the hard and soft C in words.
Discriminate and identify the hard and soft G in words.
Decode words with hard and soft G.
Use rules to pronounce the hard and soft G in words.

Lesson 2: Developing Reading Proficiency
Code. C232G02U10L02






Define Fantasy.
Identify the elements of fantasy.
Compare fantasy with realistic fiction.
Draw conclusions.
Reading
o Before Reading
 Define vocabulary words.
 Use vocabulary words in context.
o During Reading
 Read a fantasy story.
o After Reading
 Answer comprehension activities.
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Lesson 3: Developing Language Proficiency
Code. C232G02U10L03
 Identify interjections in sentences.
 Use adverbs.

Lesson 4: Developing Writing Proficiency
Code. C232G02U10L04
 Write sentences with interjections.
 Write sentences with adverbs.
 Write a summary.
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